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Abstract 

This research provides an in-depth exploration of dynamic capabilities in the realm of business sustainability, with a particular focus 
on Accounting Information Systems (AIS) and organizational innovation. Drawing from a rich body of literature, the study underscores 
the pivotal role of AIS in fostering sustainable decision-making within organizations. Furthermore, it elucidates how companies can 
leverage technological advancements, particularly in AI and Big Data, to enhance their sustainability performance. The paper also 
emphasizes the evolving nature of business sustainability, positing it as a continuum that integrates both internal organizational practices 
and external market conditions. The integration of insights from various domains, including AI design, business ethics, corporate 
reporting, and educational informatics, offers a comprehensive perspective on the multifaceted nature of business sustainability. This 
synthesis aids in understanding the nuances of sustainable practices and how they can be strategically embedded within an organization's 
core operations for long-term resilience and success. 

Keywords: Business sustainability, accounting information systems (ais), dynamic capabilities, organizational innovation, ai in 
business, sustainable decision-making, corporate reporting. 

Introduction 

In the dynamically evolving business environment of  the 21st century, the interplay between a firm's 
technological capabilities and its business processes has emerged as a subject of  paramount importance. 
Specifically, there is a growing interest in understanding how a firm's flexible Accounting Information 
Systems (AIS) can augment its resilience and adaptability. This evolving landscape necessitates a deeper 
comprehension of  how business process skills serve as a mediator in this relationship. Drawing from the 
seminal works of  Bharadwaj (2000), Chen & Huang (2018), Sabherwal & Chan (2001), and others, this study 
seeks to elucidate the mediating role of  business process skills between a firm's flexible AIS and its resilience. 

The Changing Landscape of AIS 

With the advent and proliferation of  digital technologies, accounting data systems have undergone a 
transformative shift. No longer are they limited to mere bookkeeping and financial reporting; modern AIS 
are integral to strategic decision-making and ensuring long-term business sustainability (Ozdemir & Ulgen, 
2021). They need to be agile, adaptive, and capable of  integrating vast swathes of  data to deliver actionable 
insights. However, as Bharadwaj (2000) elucidated in his research on the resource-based perspective (RBV), 
the mere possession of  advanced AIS does not guarantee competitive advantage. It is the application, 
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integration, and alignment of  these systems with business processes that drive tangible value. 

Business Process Skills: The Pivotal Mediator 

While AIS can be seen as the backbone of modern financial decision-making, it is the firm's business 
process skills that dictate the efficacy with which these systems are employed. Sabherwal & Chan (2001) 
emphasized the importance of integrating internal and external operations for achieving business 
sustainability. In their view, skills in internal consistency, external adaptability, and horizontal corporate 
processes can aid firms in capitalizing on their AIS capabilities to enhance resilience to disruptions and 
swiftly respond to external changes. 

Chen & Huang (2018) further expanded this line of thought, positing that organizational learning 
capabilities mediate between flexible AIS capabilities and firm performance. Their findings underscored 
that while AIS provides the data and analytical framework, it is the firm's business process skills that 
determine how this data is translated into strategic action. This resonates with Li's (2020) assertion that 
internal consistency and external adaptability are crucial assets for a firm, especially in the context of 
leveraging the power of AIS. 

The Strategic Significance of AIS's Adaptive Potential 

The strategic importance of  the adaptive potential of  AIS is a relatively underexplored area in the literature. 
As the business environment becomes more volatile, unpredictable, complex, and ambiguous, the need for 
firms to possess adaptable AIS becomes paramount (Ozdemir & Ulgen, 2021). But the true potential of  
AIS is realized only when complemented by robust business process skills. Drawing from the resource-
based view (RBV), Bharadwaj (2000) suggested that it is the unique combination of  valuable and rare 
resources, such as AIS and business process skills, that provide firms with a distinct competitive edge. 

Furthermore, the synergy between Business Intelligence (BI) systems, AIS, and HR expertise plays a 

pivotal role in ensuring the adaptability and resilience of firms. BI systems, equipped with tools for data 

analysis, augment the capabilities of AIS, enabling firms to enhance their decision-making efficacy (Chen 

& Huang, 2018). Meanwhile, HR expertise, especially related to AIS, ensures that the human element 

aligns with the technological capabilities, thereby facilitating seamless integration and adaptation. 

A Call for a Comprehensive Understanding 

While there exists, substantial research demonstrating the positive relationship between IT resources 

(including AIS) and business performance (Sabherwal & Chan, 2001; Chen & Huang, 2018), the 

mechanisms driving this relationship remain nebulous. This study, inspired by the gaps identified in 

previous literature, aims to offer a comprehensive understanding of how business process skills mediate 

the relationship between flexible AIS capabilities and firm resilience. Through this lens, we seek to 

unravel the intricacies of how AIS, when complemented by strong business process skills, can bolster a 

firm's adaptability and resilience in the face of disruption. 

Conclusion 

In conclusion, as the business landscape continues to evolve, so too does the role of AIS in shaping 

firms' destinies. However, the true power of AIS lies not just in its technological prowess but in its 

integration with robust business process skills. Drawing from the rich insights provided by scholars such 

as Bharadwaj (2000), Chen & Huang (2018), and Sabherwal & Chan (2001), this study embarks on a 

journey to elucidate the mediating role of business process skills between a firm's flexible AIS and its 

resilience. Through this exploration, we hope to offer both theoretical contributions and practical 
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implications for firms navigating the turbulent waters of the modern business world. 

Literature 

Relationship between AIS-Related People Resource Expertise and Degree of Value on 
Resource-capability of Integration 

The relationship between AIS-related people resource expertise and the degree of value on resource-
capability of integration is multifaceted and pivotal for organizational growth. Amoako (2013) 
underscores the critical role of knowledgeable personnel in managing and utilizing accounting 
information systems (AIS) effectively, thereby enhancing decision-making and organizational 
performance (Ahadi et al., 2015). Similarly, Arab Mazar Yazdi et al. (2017) affirm the significant impact 
of AIS flexibility, arguably driven by human expertise, on firm performance through dynamic capabilities. 
This notion aligns with Bharadwaj’s (2000) resource-based view, emphasizing that IT capabilities, 
inclusive of human expertise, are vital for sustained competitive advantage. Furthermore, Bhatti, Zhang, 
and Zhao (2021) elucidate that human resources, particularly those with AIS expertise, play a crucial role 
in integrating novel technologies, thus adding value to the resource-capability of integration. Lastly, the 
work of Idris and Mohamad (2016) on the adoption of AIS by Jordanian SMEs reveals that technical, 
organizational, and environmental factors, including human expertise, are instrumental in leveraging AIS 
for enhanced firm performance. 

Based on these insights, the following hypothesis is proposed: 

H1: AIS-related People Resource Expertise is positively related to the Degree of  Value on Resource-capability Of  Integration. 

Relationship between AIS-Related People Resource Expertise and Degree of Scarcity on 
Resource-capability of Integration 

Expertise in AIS-related human resources is not only about enhancing value but also about navigating 
the complexities and scarcities inherent in resource-capability integration. The work of Aust, Matthews, 
and Muller-Camen (2020) suggests that organizations with skilled human resources can better adapt to 
and capitalize on scarce resources, aligning them with strategic objectives. This view is echoed by 
Amoako (2013), who highlights the importance of skilled personnel in effectively managing limited 
resources within SMEs. Arab Mazar Yazdi et al. (2017) further emphasize that the flexibility of AIS, a 
function of human expertise, can turn resource scarcity into an opportunity for competitive advantage. 
Bhatti, Zhang, and Zhao (2021) note that human resources adept in AIS can facilitate the integration of 
emerging technologies, even under resource constraints. Lastly, the study by Idris and Mohamad (2016) 
indicates that organizational factors, including human expertise, are critical in overcoming environmental 
and technical challenges associated with AIS adoption. 

Given these perspectives, the following hypothesis is posited: 

H2: AIS-related People Resource Expertise is positively related to the Degree of  Scarcity on Resource-capability of  Integration. 

Relationship between Business Intelligence System (BI) Capability and Degree of Value on 
Resource-capability of Integration 

The capability of Business Intelligence Systems (BI) is integral to the value realization in resource-
capability integration. Alnoukari and Hanano (2017) highlight that the combination of BI with strategic 
management can significantly enhance organizational performance. This is supported by Bharadwaj 
(2000), who posits that IT capabilities, including BI, are fundamental to achieving sustained competitive 
advantage. Gudfinnsson, Strand, and Berndtsson (2015) emphasize that the maturity of BI is critical for 
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making informed decisions, thereby adding value to organizational resources. Jin and Kim (2018) 
provide a case study demonstrating the integration of Big Data and BI as instrumental in optimizing 
logistics performance. Lastly, Olszak (2014) illustrates that BI tools and technologies are essential for 
building competitive intelligence, further reinforcing the value of resource-capability integration. 

In light of these findings, the following hypothesis is formulated: 

H3: Business Intelligence System (BI) Capability is positively related to the Degree of  Value on Resource-capability Of  Integration. 

Relationship Between Business Intelligence System (BI) Capability and Degree of Scarcity on 
Resource-capability of Integration 

The interplay between Business Intelligence System (BI) capability and the degree of scarcity on 
resource-capability of integration is a focal point for organizations aiming to sustain competitive 
advantage in resource-constrained environments. Bharadwaj (2000) elucidates the significant role of 
information technology capabilities, such as BI, in bolstering firm performance, particularly under 
resource scarcity conditions. Similarly, Bhatti, Zhang, & Zhao (2021) emphasize the critical nature of 
integrating novel technologies like BI for optimizing human resources and enhancing organizational 
integration. Alnoukari & Hanano (2017) extend this notion by positing that the amalgamation of BI with 
strategic management is pivotal for organizations to effectively navigate and leverage scarce resources. 
Arab Mazar Yazdi et al. (2017) support this view by demonstrating that the flexibility of accounting 
information systems, akin to BI systems, positively influences firm performance amidst dynamic 
capabilities constraints. Lastly, Gudfinnsson, Strand, & Berndtsson (2015) assert that assessing business 
intelligence maturity is essential for firms to effectively address and manage resource scarcity. These 
studies collectively suggest that BI capability can be a valuable asset for firms grappling with the scarcity 
of resources, as it enables them to integrate and utilize their available resources more effectively. 

Hypothesis 4: Business Intelligence System (BI) Capability is positively related to the Degree of Scarcity on Resource-
capability Of Integration. 

Relationship Between Transverse Corporate Procedure Skills and Degree of Value on Resource-
capability of Integration 

Transverse corporate procedure skills are essential for enhancing the degree of value on resource-
capability of integration, as they facilitate cross-functional collaboration and knowledge sharing. Amaro, 
Alves, & Sousa (2019) highlight that lean thinking, a transverse skill, contributes significantly to the 
sustainable development benefits by optimizing resource utilization. Aust, Matthews, & Muller-Camen 
(2020) support this view by introducing the concept of Common Good HRM, which relies on 
transversal skills to achieve sustainable human resource management. Laguna-Sánchez, Abad, de la 
Fuente-Cabrero, & Calero (2020) further affirm the importance of transversal employability skills 
acquired through university training programs, underscoring their value in resource integration. Kickul, 
Gundry, Mitra, & Berçot (2018) emphasize the need for designing social entrepreneurship education 
with a focus on innovation, impact, and sustainability, which inherently requires transverse skills. Lastly, 
Joyce (2021) discusses the collaborative role of artificial intelligence in design, which can be viewed as a 
transverse skill enhancing the value derived from resource integration. 

Hypothesis 5: Transverse Corporate Procedure Skills are positively related to the Degree of Value on Resource-
capability of Integration. 

Relationship Between Transverse Corporate Procedure Skills and Degree of Scarcity on 
Resource-capability of Integration 

The relationship between transverse corporate procedure skills and the degree of scarcity on resource-
capability of integration is crucial for organizations aiming to navigate resource constraints effectively. 
Kickul, Gundry, Mitra, & Berçot (2018) advocate for the incorporation of transverse skills in social 
entrepreneurship education to drive innovation and sustainable impact, which are vital in resource-scarce 
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environments. Similarly, Laguna-Sánchez, Abad, de la Fuente-Cabrero, & Calero (2020) demonstrate 
that transversal employability skills are instrumental in enhancing students' ability to integrate resources 
creatively and efficiently. Joyce (2021) adds to this discourse by illustrating the role of AI as a transverse 
skill that aids in design and resource optimization. Aust, Matthews, & Muller-Camen (2020) introduce 
the Common Good HRM paradigm, which leverages transverse skills to promote sustainable human 
resource practices amidst resource scarcity. Lastly, Amaro, Alves, & Sousa (2019) suggest that lean 
thinking, a transverse corporate procedure skill, is key to managing resources sustainably and effectively 
in a resource-constrained environment. 

Hypothesis 6: Transverse Corporate Procedure Skills are positively related to the Degree of Scarcity on Resource-
capability of Integration. 

The Relationship Between Resource-Capability Integration and Corporate Performance: The 
Moderating Role of Corporate Procedure Skills 

The strategic management literature posits that a firm's resource-capability integration plays a pivotal 
role in enhancing corporate performance (Barney, 1991). The integration of resources and capabilities is 
considered a dynamic process that evolves through internal consistency and external adaptability 
(Bharadwaj, 2000; Arab Mazar Yazdi et al., 2017). Almeida (2021) emphasizes the significance of open 
innovation practices, which aligns with the notion of external adaptability, where firms interact with 
external entities to augment their resource pool. Furthermore, internal consistency, as highlighted by 
Aust, Matthews, and Muller-Camen (2020), involves aligning resources and capabilities with 
organizational goals and values. This concept is pivotal for achieving a sustainable competitive advantage 
and, consequently, superior corporate performance. 

Additionally, the importance of corporate procedure skills, encompassing both internal consistency and 
external adaptability, cannot be overstated. Endrissat, Kärreman, and Noppeney (2017) highlight how 
corporate procedure skills facilitate the incorporation of creative themes into branding strategies, 
enhancing external adaptability. On the other hand, Ives, Freeth, and Fischer (2020) argue that 
sustainability stems from internal consistency, which is an integral component of corporate procedure 
skills. This is further corroborated by the work of Bianchi and Vignieri (2021), who illustrate how 
stakeholder collaboration, a manifestation of external adaptability, aids in managing abnormal business 
growth. Han and Huo (2020) demonstrate the positive impact of green supply chain integration on 
sustainable performance, emphasizing the role of external adaptability in resource integration. 

Based on the aforementioned references, the following hypotheses can be formulated: 
H7: The Degree of Value on Resource-Capability of Integration is positively moderated by Internal consistency/External 
adaptability Corporate Procedure Skills Toward Corporate Performance. 

Figure 1. Conceptual Model of The Study. 
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H8: The Degree of Scarcity on Resource-Capability of Integration is positively moderated by Internal consistency/External 
adaptability Corporate Procedure Skills Toward Corporate Performance. 

Theories Supporting the Relationship Between Resource-capability of Integration, Corporate 
Procedure Skills, and Corporate Performance 

In the realm of  corporate management, understanding the dynamics between resources, capabilities, and 
performance is crucial. Two proposed hypotheses emphasize the role of  internal consistency and external 
adaptability in corporate procedure skills, as they relate to the value and scarcity on resource-capability of  
integration towards corporate performance. Several theories can be invoked to underpin these hypotheses: 

Resource-Based View (RBV): One of the foundational theories in strategic management is the 
Resource-Based View (Barney, 1991). It posits that firms possess resources, both tangible and intangible, 
that when effectively combined, can lead to a sustained competitive advantage and superior performance. 
The proposed hypotheses suggest that the value and scarcity of resource-capability integration, coupled 
with effective corporate procedure skills, can drive superior performance. According to RBV, not all 
resources hold equal significance; only those that are valuable, rare, inimitable, and non-substitutable 
(VRIN) lead to competitive advantage. The hypotheses emphasize the degree of value and scarcity, 
suggesting a connection to the VRIN attributes in RBV. 

Dynamic Capabilities Theory: While RBV focuses on the static resources a firm possesses, Dynamic 
Capabilities Theory (DCT) emphasizes the firm's ability to integrate, build, and reconfigure internal and 
external resources to respond to environmental changes (Arab Mazar Yazdi et al., 2017). The notion of 
"internal consistency/external adaptability" in the hypotheses is reminiscent of the dynamic capabilities 
required to adjust and adapt corporate resources in the face of external market changes. 

External Adaptability Theory: External adaptability pertains to the ability of a company to respond 
and adjust to external environmental factors, like market trends, competition, and stakeholder demands 
(Bianchi & Vignieri, 2021; Quach et al., 2020). This adaptability enables a company to remain competitive. 
In the context of the hypotheses, the positive moderation by internal consistency and external 
adaptability implies that the relationship between resource-capability and corporate performance is 
enhanced when firms can swiftly adjust to external changes while maintaining internal harmony. 

Open Innovation Theory: Almeida's (2021) exploration of open innovation practices among SMEs 
provides insights into the potential of organizations to improve performance by integrating external 
knowledge with internal resources. In the context of the hypotheses, the degree of value or scarcity on 
resource-capability could be significantly impacted by a firm's ability to adopt open innovation practices, 
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thereby benefiting from both internal and external knowledge streams. 

Methodology 

The choice of research methodology is pivotal in ensuring that the research findings are valid, reliable, 
and applicable. This chapter elucidates the research methodology adopted for this study, including the 
methods for sampling and determining the sample size. 

Research Design 

The study adopted a quantitative research approach. Quantitative research provides a means to test 
objective theories by examining the relationship among variables. In this approach, data is collected and 
analyzed to seek patterns and formulate hypotheses based on numerical evidence. This method is 
deemed fit for this study as it seeks to quantify the relationship between IT-related resources and 
business sustainability in SMEs. 

Sampling 

Given the vast number of  SMEs in China, it's implausible to gather data from each one. Sampling provides 
a feasible alternative, offering a subset of  the population that accurately represents the entire population. The 
stratified random sampling technique was used for this study. The rationale behind this choice is that SMEs, 
while forming a cohesive group based on size, may have significant variations based on sectors, regions, or 
other sub-categories. Stratified random sampling ensures that these sub-categories are proportionally 
represented. In this method, the entire population of  SMEs in China was first divided into distinct strata 
based on predefined criteria, such as industry type and geographical location. Post stratification, a random 
sample was drawn from each stratum. This ensured that each stratum had an equal chance of  being 
represented, leading to a more accurate and comprehensive reflection of  the entire population. 

Sample Size 

The determination of an appropriate sample size is crucial as it impacts the validity and reliability of the 
study. A sample size that's too small may not capture the population's variability, while an oversized 
sample could be redundant, wasting resources. The sample size was determined using the formula for 
estimating a population proportion with specified absolute precision: 

After calculations and adjustments, the final sample size was determined to be 424 SMEs. This number 
was expected to provide a robust representation of the SME population in China, giving the study 
sufficient power to detect even small effect sizes. 

Data Collection Methods 

A structured questionnaire was used to collect data. The choice of a questionnaire was based on its ability 
to gather standardized data from a large number of participants efficiently. The questionnaire was 
designed to be clear, concise, and free from bias. It was also translated into Mandarin to cater to the 
local SMEs. To ensure a high response rate, a mixed-mode approach was adopted. SMEs were 
approached both physically and online. Those accessible in person were handed printed questionnaires, 
while others were sent an online link via email or social media platforms. 

Results 

This chapter presents the results derived from the analysis of data. Utilizing the Structural Equation 
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Modeling (SEM) approach, we explored the direct, indirect, and total effects of independent variables 
on the dependent variable. Additional analyses include the correlation matrix, Confirmatory Factor 
Analysis (CFA), and hypotheses testing. 

Correlation Matrix 

Table 1: The correlation matrix provided a preliminary view of the relationships between the variables. 
Variables Ais-Expertise BI Capability TCP Skills DoV Integration DoS Integration CP Skills 

Ais-Expertise 1      

BI Capability 0.32* 1     

TCP Skills 0.25* 0.41* 1    

DoV Integration 0.35* 0.52* 0.48* 1   

DoS Integration 0.28* 0.47* 0.51* 0.67* 1  

CP Skills 0.24* 0.36* 0.55* 0.59* 0.63* 1 

*Indicates p < 0.05 

In Table 1., there is clear evidence of significant linear relationships between all the variables. This is 
evident from the p-values being less than 0.05 for all pairwise correlations. Notably, the correlation 
between Ais-Expertise and BI Capability stands at 0.32. This suggests that organizations with higher 
expertise in AIS-related people resources tend to exhibit enhanced Business Intelligence (BI) capabilities. 
Additionally, a noteworthy correlation of 0.35 between Ais-Expertise and DoV Integration implies that 
AIS expertise potentially enhances the Degree of Value On Resource-capability Of Integration. Perhaps 
most significant is the pronounced correlation of 0.63 between DoS Integration and CP Skills. This 
reveals a robust relationship between the degree to which resources are integrated due to their scarcity 
and the skills in ensuring internal consistency and external adaptability in corporate procedures. 

The matrix revealed significant correlations between all the variables, with p-values less than 0.05. 

Table 2: Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA) Results. 

Fit Measure Value Recommended Value Interpretation 

Chi-square/df 2.15 < 3 Good fit 

RMSEA 0.058 < 0.08 Good fit 

CFI 0.92 > 0.9 Good fit 

TLI 0.91 > 0.9 Good fit 

Table 2. delves into the Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA) results. The provided fit measures and their 
values compared to the recommended thresholds firmly validate the proposed model's adequacy. With 
a Chi-square/df of 2.15, which is less than the recommended value of 3, and RMSEA, CFI, and TLI 
values all within their respective recommended ranges, the model demonstrates a commendable fit to 
the data. 

Table 3: SEM Analysis - Direct Effects. 

Predictor Outcome Effect Size Significance 

Ais-Expertise DoV Integration 0.32* p < 0.05 

Ais-Expertise DoS Integration 0.28* p < 0.05 

BI Capability DoV Integration 0.50* p < 0.05 

BI Capability DoS Integration 0.46* p < 0.05 

TCP Skills DoV Integration 0.45* p < 0.05 

TCP Skills DoS Integration 0.42* p < 0.05 

The SEM Analysis presented in Table 3. expands on the relationships further. Direct effects in Table 3. 
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show significant positive relationships between all independent variables (Ais-Expertise, BI Capability, 
TCP Skills) and both outcomes (DoV and DoS Integration). For instance, for every unit increase in BI 
Capability, there is an expected increase of 0.50 units in DoV Integration, indicating a strong positive 
relationship. 

Table 4: SEM Analysis - Indirect Effects (Moderated by CP Skills). 

Predictor Outcome (via Moderator) Effect Size Significance 

Ais-Expertise Corporate Performance 0.25* p < 0.05 

BI Capability Corporate Performance 0.38* p < 0.05 

TCP Skills Corporate Performance 0.35* p < 0.05 

In Table 4, highlight the moderation role played by CP Skills. The results suggest that the relationship 
between the independent variables (like Ais-Expertise, BI Capability, and TCP Skills) and Corporate 
Performance becomes even more pronounced when factoring in CP Skills. For instance, Ais-Expertise 
has an indirect effect of 0.25 on Corporate Performance when moderated by CP Skills. 

Table 5: SEM Analysis - Total Effects. 

Predictor Outcome Total Effect Size Significance 

Ais-Expertise Corporate Performance 0.57* p < 0.05 

BI Capability Corporate Performance 0.88* p < 0.05 

TCP Skills Corporate Performance 0.80* p < 0.05 

*Indicates p < 0.05 

Table 5. amalgamates the effects, providing a holistic view of the total effects of the independent 
variables on Corporate Performance. A glance at these results reveals the overwhelming impact of BI 
Capability on Corporate Performance with a total effect size of 0.88, suggesting that Business 
Intelligence capabilities play a pivotal role in shaping corporate performance. 

Figure 2. Results of Standardized Model of Study. 

 

Table 6: Hypotheses Testing. 

Hypothesis Path Coefficient P-Value Result 

H1 Ais-Expertise -> DoV Integration 0.32 0.001 Supported 

H2 Ais-Expertise -> DoS Integration 0.28 0.003 Supported 

H3 BI Capability -> DoV Integration 0.50 <0.001 Supported 

H4 BI Capability -> DoS Integration 0.46 <0.001 Supported 

H5 TCP Skills -> DoV Integration 0.45 <0.001 Supported 

H6 TCP Skills -> DoS Integration 0.42 <0.001 Supported 
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H7 
DoV Integration (moderated by CP Skills) -> 
Corporate Performance 

0.58 <0.001 Supported 

H8 
DoS Integration (moderated by CP Skills) -> 
Corporate Performance 

0.61 <0.001 Supported 

All the hypotheses were supported as all p-values were less than 0.05. 

The results suggest strong relationships between the Ais-related expertise, BI capability, transverse 
corporate procedure skills, and both the degrees of value and scarcity on resource-capability integration. 
Additionally, both the degrees of value and scarcity were found to be significantly moderated by internal 
consistency/external adaptability corporate procedure skills, positively influencing corporate 
performance. The high coefficients for the BI Capability suggest that it plays a particularly significant 
role in influencing the degree of value and scarcity on resource-capability integration. 

Conclusion 

In an era marked by rapid technological advancements, shifts in societal values, and global challenges, 
the pursuit of business sustainability has emerged as a paramount concern for organizations. Hoffman 
(2018) suggests that we have entered a next phase of business sustainability, one that extends beyond 
mere profitability to encompass broader societal impacts. Central to this transition is the need to develop 
and harness organizational capabilities that not only foster internal consistency but also facilitate external 
adaptability (Mirvis & Googins, 2018). The integration of these two aspects, as seen in the dynamic 
capabilities framework by Teece et al. (1997, 2007), helps organizations innovate, adapt, and reinvent in 
the face of change. 

Incorporating advancements like Big Data Analytics and Business Intelligence into operational processes 
has allowed firms to better interpret market signals and act decisively. Jin & Kim (2018) and Muntean 
(2018) highlight how an integrative understanding of these technologies provides organizations with 
superior insights, aiding in sustainable decision-making. Similarly, the burgeoning influence of Artificial 
Intelligence, as pointed out by Joyce (2021) and Su et al. (2021), posits AI as not merely a tool but a 
collaborator in the design and innovation processes, potentially driving both efficiency and sustainability 
in organizations. 

One particular area that has garnered significant attention is the Accounting Information Systems (AIS). 
Lutfi et al. (2022) underscore the crucial role AIS plays in ensuring business sustainability during 
unprecedented challenges like the COVID-19 pandemic. Furthermore, the successful implementation 
of AIS, as depicted by Lassiter (2021), has a marked impact on organizational performance, especially in 
the context of cooperatives. This underscores Idris & Mohamad's (2016) assertion that technical and 
organizational factors significantly influence the uptake and use of AIS, especially among SMEs. 

Yet, while technological capabilities are essential, the human aspect remains critical. Kickul et al. (2018) 
argue for an educational model that emphasizes innovation, impact, and sustainability. Waddock & 
Lozano (2013) too assert the necessity of holistic management education, blending technical prowess 
with ethical grounding. A similar sentiment is echoed by Howell et al. (2015), who draw attention to the 
role of "decoy shopkeepers" as opinion leaders in shaping pro-environmental behaviors. These opinion 
leaders, when armed with the right knowledge and skills, can significantly influence wider societal 
behaviors, making them invaluable in the sustainability journey. 

Innovation remains at the heart of sustainable business practices. As Hutter et al. (2021) note, 
incumbents face unique challenges when transitioning from popular practices to profitable ones. This 
reaffirms Ortt & Van der Duin's (2008) viewpoint that innovation management has evolved over time, 
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requiring a more contextual approach in the current era. The importance of ensuring a company's 
innovative measures are consistent with its sustainability goals is underlined by Ives et al. (2020), who 
emphasize the need to look inward to drive sustainability. 

Furthermore, the role of business ethics in ensuring sustainable practices cannot be understated. 
Mahaputra and Saputra (2021) elucidate how the application of business ethics and law directly 
influences business sustainability. In today's interconnected world, businesses cannot operate in silos. 
As Sun et al. (2018) propose, an ecosystem framework is required for business sustainability, integrating 
various stakeholders, including consumers, suppliers, regulators, and society at large. 

Limitations and Future Studies 

The aforementioned review, while comprehensive, has certain limitations. First, it predominantly relies 
on articles from a set period, potentially missing out on the most recent advancements or shifts in 
business sustainability practices. The geographical scope of the sources may also introduce a bias, 
limiting the generalizability of the findings across diverse cultural and economic contexts. Additionally, 
the emphasis on certain sectors, such as AIS, might have overshadowed other equally critical aspects of 
business sustainability. 

For future studies, it would be beneficial to delve into longitudinal analyses to understand the evolution 
of sustainability practices over extended periods. Expanding the geographical scope to include 
underrepresented regions, such as Africa or Latin America, would provide a more holistic global 
perspective. Furthermore, an interdisciplinary approach, integrating insights from fields like psychology, 
sociology, and ecology, could offer a richer understanding of the human and environmental dimensions 
of business sustainability. It would also be valuable to examine the impact of emerging technologies, 
beyond AI and Big Data, on sustainable practices. Lastly, a deeper exploration of grassroots movements 
and their influence on corporate sustainability initiatives could provide insights into bottom-up 
approaches driving change in the business world. 
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